
Part two

The various types 
of content

Engaging Partners. Driving Sales.

The secrets to delivering a great 

partner experience (PX)



In part one, we focused on how Partner Experience (PX) is as 

important as Customer Experience (CX). We examined the 

importance of good  channel portal design. And how this forms 

the basis of increasing partner adoption.

Now we take a look at – The various types of content you should 

add to your portal for partners to access and utilize in 

campaigns.

Overview



You’ve chosen a great portal!



Now you need to fill it with 
amazing  partner-ready content!

SOCIAL SYNDICATION

COLLATERAL

NURTURE CAMPAIGNS

LMS SALES MODULES

CONTENT SYNDICATION

PORTAL DESIGN

ANIMATIONS

SALES MATERIAL



Content
This is the big one. You need to provide partners with easy access to 

great digital content so they can maintain conversations with 

customers.



Vendors have to rethink the shopping list approach to sales enablement

• Data sheet – tick

• White paper - tick

• Battle card – tick

Consumption of this information is moving towards video “storytelling”, sales 

training, and in some cases highly targeted podcasts.

Best Practice



Sales 
Enablement

The biggest and growing trend here is videos and animations. People 

are consuming an increasing amount of content, especially on mobile 

devices. Making your content available on demand is another element 

of good PX.

If you can, keep it short and to the point. If your video is long (such as a 

webinar), it’s ideal to chapter the content into shorter easy viewing 

segments. You can also take this approach with your LMS content.

Create simple animations that clearly explain and sell the value 

proposition of our product/solution…then use them across multiple 

tactics!
“





Partners are busy, wearing many hats, with a lot of other organizations vying for  

their time. You need to make digital marketing of your product very easy for 

them through simple to set-up, always-on tactics! 

Become known as the vendor that makes life easier for your partners.

Best Practice

“



Social 
syndication

A fresh stream of content about your products and solutions available 

for partners to send out on their social spheres.



Content 
syndication

Building out a showcase of your product and solution portfolio that can 

be easily embedded into a partner’s website is another great tactic to 

ensure a great partner experience.



Thought leadership, product stories, or case studies drive viewers deeper into 

the showcase to uncover your product heroes.

Do not replicate your entire website.

Best Practice - Showcase

“



Multi-touch Campaign
Partners expect a lot more than just an email to a gated asset and so 

do customers as they look for relevant information.



Partners also expect vendors to not just 

throw marketing campaigns into a portal 

with a space to add their logo.

A great PX for campaigns is when you 

build out multi-tactic, multi-story, nurture 

campaigns that leverage workflows 

across:

Emails Landing page Social media 

Banners



An Elastic Digital client took a multitouch, multi-tactic 

campaign approach.

They monitored the partners that were running the full 

campaign and saw a 33% increase in sales for those 

partners.

These campaigns require a little bit more time to set 

up, but they do reap great rewards.

Success Story 



Co-brandable 
collateral and assets
Another great partner experience is offering up co-branded 

collateral and assets.



One trend we're seeing is creating information stories (Not 
product specific, storytelling) - similar to infographics but telling a 
story through the use of imagery and allowing partners to easily 
add their branding.

Infographics, e-books, white papers, and other pieces of 
collateral to help bolster marketing campaigns and add value for 
customers are all well-received by your partners.



One of Elastic Digital’s newest clients was feeling very 

overwhelmed with the amount of content that was 

required to start their channel program. She said, 

“please can’t you just do it all for me?”, which of 

course we did.

So, whether it’s advice on portal design, campaign 

strategy or content development, we’re happy to 

help in any way you need.

Stay tuned for part three of the secrets to delivering a 

great partner experience where we look at 

Cadence. Why a constant stream of content is 

essential to building partner engagement and 

campaign adoption.

Case Study



““Creating partner-friendly, customer-centric content is 
challenging and time consuming. Many channel marketers don’t 
have the resources to dedicate to content creation….that’s why 
we’re here to help.”


